The foreign military presence in Greece

**NRDC – GR**
NATO Rapid Deployable Corps – Greece in Thessaloniki

**SOUDA**
Basic support for US naval forces operating in the Mediterranean and for the 6th US fleet

**Plans for a “Multinational Aviation Education Center” in Kalamata**

**Athens Multinational Sea Lift Coordination Center for NATO, EU and UN-led Operations and Exercises**

**Mini SOUDA**
Plans for a new US naval base in Syros

**Plans for a new air base in Karpathos**

**EU Battle Group HELBROC in Nea Santa, Kilkis**

**Plans for “International Center for Operational Education” in Andravidia**

**Base for US Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) in Larisa**

**Hosting place “special weapons” of NATO in Araxos**

**New US helicopter bases in Alexandroupoli and Karpathos**

**NATO flying radar base (AWACS) in Aktio**

Places where there are military bases and facilities

Places where new military bases and facilities are being planned